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In this paper we will prove the following. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group, let L be a standard subgroup qf G 
isomorphic to 2F,(2”) with n > 1, and let t be an involution of C,(L). 
Suppose that C,(L) has cyclic @low 2-subgroups. Then either t E Z*(G) or 
t C 02(G). 
For the definition and details about standard subgroups we refer the 
reader, for instance, to Gomi 121. However, the result of the present case is 
not required in the induction .of standard sugroup problems of Chevalley 
groups of higher ranks. So toward the classification of finite simple groups jt 
is enough to see that G is not simple in the present case. We also note that 
the Schur multiplier of ‘F,(2”) is trivial (see 141) and so the standard 
subgroup problem about 2FA(2”) with n > 1 is as stated in the Theorem. 
Notation used in this paper is as in 13, Chap. 141, except the following. Let 
A: II, and C be subgroups of a group G and suppose that C and BC are 
normal in .4BC. Then we define 
C,(A/B/C) = C,(A BC/BC) n C,(BC/‘C): 
where C,(BC/C) = {x E G;la, x] E C for any a E RC/. For a subset X of G 
we denote by I(X) the set of involutions of X. If X is a group: then we define 
X2=(g2(gEX), 
Xc=’ = the Jinal term qf the derived series of X. 
Section I consists of necessary lemmas. Properties of 2F4(2”), n > 1, used 
in the proof of the Theorem are listed in Section 2. The proof of the Theorem 
is given in Section 3. If we assume that t 6! Z’:;(G), then the known examples 
of our problem are essentially the following two cases: a semidirect product 
of 1’,(2”) by a graph automorphism, and a wreath product of z~,Ij2”) by Z,. 
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As is stated in [6 1, the proof proceeds in pushing up the parabolic subgroups 
of L to the corresponding parabolic subgroups of the known examples. Here 
we heavily use a torus subgroup H of L, as it distinguishes each root 
subgroup of L and makes easier arguments possible for us. At the end of 
Section 3 we construct one of the corresponding subgroups. Then we can 
calculate a transfer homomorphism to obtain that t & O*(G). This is because 
the outer automorphism group of L is of odd order. 
1 
(1.1) Let T, A, and B be subgroups of a group G. Suppose B and AB are 
normal in ABT and that T= (t). Let X be a subgroup of C,(T/A/B) and let 
Q be a subgroup of N(AB) f3 C(TB/B). Then ([t, X]O) B/B < Z(AB/B), 
(XQ)/(XQ) n C(TAB/B)-( [ t, X] “) B/B as Q-modules and t( [t, X] “) B/B is 
the set of conjugates of tB/B under (XQ) B. 
Proof. We may assume that B = 1. Let Z = (XQ). We note that 
Z < C(T/A/l) and that [T, Z] <A n C(T/A/l) = Z(A). Suppose that a and 
b are elements of Z. Then [t, ab] = [t, alb’ . It, b] = [t, a] [t, b]. Hence Z has 
a Q-homomorphism into A whose image is [t, Z] and whose kernel is 
C,(T) = C,(TA). Then the statement is clear. 
(1.2) Let A, X, and Y be subgroups of a group G. Suppose A < C,(X) and 
Y Q Na(X). Then [A, Y] < C,(X). In particular ifA is a p’-group acting on a 
p-group Y and if C,(A) u Y, then Y = C,(A) * [A, Y]. 
Proof. The statement is easily verified. The latter part is due to [ 111. 
(1.3) Let t be an involution of G normalizing a 2-subgroup X of G. Let 
1 =x, ax, 4 .*. 4 X, =X be a t-invariant normal series whose factor 
groups are elementary abelian. Suppose that Cxi+,,x,(t) = [t, Xi+ ,] Xi/Xi for 
i = 1, 2,..., k - 1. Then 
(1) I(tX) = tX, 
(2) c(tx/x) = X(N(X) n C(t)). 
ProoJ: Since X,+,/X, is elementary abelian, I(tXi+ 1/Xi) = tCxjillx,(t). So 
by assumption, (1.1) shows that I(tXi+ I/Xi) is the set of conjugates of ti/Xi 
under Xi+ I . Applying this argument successively for each i, we have (1). 
Then (2) follows from (1) and the Frattini argument. 
The following is a consequence of Yoshida [ 121. 
(1.4) Let X and Y be subgroups of G so that Y < X with IX : Y] = 2. Let 
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t E I(X) - l(Y). Suppose that t” nx - Y= tX and that C,(t) contains u 
S~lov; 2-subgroup of C,(t). Then t 6Z O*(G). 
Proof: We will calculate the image of t by the transfer homomorphism 
from G to X/Y. Let g, , g, ,..., g, be a set of coset representatives for X in U. 
If necessary, we may rearrange them so that g,, gi,...: g, are the represen- 
tatives contained in the double coset C,;(t) X and that tgiX :=giX fw 
i = 1, 2,..., k’ and tgiX # giX for i = k’ -k 1, k’ ,-t- 2:..., k. Here we note that 
k - k’ is even. Suppose that tgX = gX. Then t” E X. If 1” 4 IL‘: there exists an 
element. x in X so that tK = tx by assumption. This implies that g E C,;(t) X. 
Therefore the image of t by the transfer is 
p!p ... @Y/Y = FY/Y = t”Y/Y. 
Then as Cx(t) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(t): 
k = 1 C,(t) X/Xl = IX/C,(t)/ 
is odd. Hence t”YjY = tY/Y # 1. This gives the assertion. 
2 
Let G, t, and L be as stated in the Theorem. So L z *F,(q) with q - 2’! == 
22n’i ’ > 8. Set C = C,(t). In this section we set the notation and describe 
some properties of C and L. The results in this section are deduced from 
17-lo]. We note that C(X) and N(X) will always mean C,(X) and N,(X). 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(L) n C. Then T is cyclic by the 
hypothesis of the Theorem. So LC(L) n C = L e (O(C) T). The outer 
automorphism group of L is the group of field automorphisms and is of odd 
order. So we can find an element r of G of odd order so that 
C= (L e (O(C)T))(rj. 
Let P be a Sylow 2subgroup of L. We may choose P normalized by r and in 
particular so that r acts on the root subgroups of P as the canonical field 
automorphism. 
Now PT is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C and P is isomorphic to a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of ‘F,(q). So we let 
Vi = (ai U E GF(q)) 
for i = i, 2,..., 12 be the root subgroups of P with 
-w-,> = v2, Z(V,) = V8, 
Z(V5) = v,*, Z(V,)= Yllrn 
431!77’!.lR 
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Then the commutator relations of the root subgroups are given in [7 1 or 
IlOl- 
Let H be a complement of P in N,(P). Then H = Z,-, x Z,- , . We may 
choose H to normalize the root subgroups of P. Let 
Hi = C,,( V;) for i # 2, 8, 11, 12. 
Then the Hi’s are cyclic of order 4 - 1, and 
H, = C,V,) = &(I/,), H, = C,r(vx) = Go?>, 
H, = C,I(vJ = C,<v,>, H, = C,,(v,,) = GC&>v 
where vi = Vi/Z(Vi) for i = 1, 4, 5, 6. We may write 
Hi = { hi(u)1 U E GF(q)#} 
and 
h,(u) q(v) h,(u) - ’ = a,i(u”“) 
for i = 1, 2,..., 12. Then the following is a list for u’s obtained from [S, 3.14 1 
or 19, 2.41. 













0 28-2 28-2 -48+2 -28+2 -2e+2 -28 28 
0 -28 -28 -2 28 28 -28-2 28+2 
28-2 0 -2e+2 28 -28 -2 2 -48 
28-2 28-2 0 -2e+2 -4e+2 -28 -282 -28 
-4e+2 -28 28-2 0 28-2 -28 28-2 28-2 
28-2 -28 -4e+2 28-2 0 28-2 -28 -2e+2 
28-2 -2 -28 -28 -2e+2 0 -48 2 
-28 -28 0 26, -2 -28-2 28 -28-2 
-28 -2 28-2 -2e+2 -28 -48 0 -2 
-28 -48 -28 28-2 28-2 -2 -2 0 
-28 -28-2 -2 -28 0 -28 -28-2 28 
-2 -28-2 -28 0 -28 -28-2 -28 -28 
Here 0 is the automorphism of GF(q) with 202 = 1. 
In the sections below we frequently use the elementary fact that if H acts 
on a 2-subgroup Y of G, then Y is the product of the groups Yn C(H,). 
We note that any Hi acts transitively on the non-trivial elements of the 
elementary abelian groups vj and Z(Vj) if Vi $ Vi. So they are naturally 
considered as irreducible GF(2) Hi-modules, and since Hi is cyclic of order 
q --. 1, if we consider them as GF(q) Hi-modules, each of them consists of the 
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direct sum of the conjugates of a one-dimensional GF(q) Hi-module under 
the action of the Galois group of GF(q) over GF(2). IL is clear that if two 
irreducible GF(2) If,-modules are isomorphic, then so are they as GF(q) Hi- 
modules; that is, they consist of the direct sum of the conjugates of a 
common irreducible GF(q)H,-module under the action of the Galois group. 
Equivalently two irreducible GF(2) Hi-modules are not isomorphic if their 
constituents as GF(q)-modules are not conjugate under the action of the 
Galois group. So from the list of the action of the Hi’s, we have the 
foilowing. 
(2.1) Rout subgroups in different braces below are non-isomorphic as Hi- 
modules ,for any q > 8: 
Here vi = V:/Z( Vi) for i = 1,4,5, 6. 
Using the expresson shown in I&3.16], we can calculate the following. 
(2.2) Set Ni = C,~(Hi) (3o). Then C,(Hi) = HiNi and 
Ni 2: Sz(q) $ i= !,4, 5: 6, 
Ni Y SL,(q) if i = 3, 7, 9, 10. 
Furthermore Vi is a Sylo~ 2-subgroup of Ni and 
H = H,(N, n H). 
As 1, is a Chevalley group of Lie rank 2 and characteristic 2, L has two 
maximal 2-local subgroups containing N,(P). Then by the factorization that 
C = (I, 1: (O(C) T))(z), we have the following. 
(2.3) Set R = V, V, V, V, Vi V,, V,,, and S = V! ‘V4 V5 V, V7 V, V,,). Set J == 
N,(R) and K = N,(S). Then 
J = RN, H, O(C) T(r), IV,(R) = RN, H!. 
K = SN, H, O(C) T(r), N,(S) = SN,H,. 
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(2.4) SetR,=V,V,V,,V,,V,,, s, = v,, v,*, s, = VIOS,, s, = v, v,s,, 
and S, = V, V, V, V, S, . Then the following hold. 
(1) R = O,(Y), S = O,(K’), Z(P) = Z(R) = VIZ, R, = R’, Z(S) = S,, 
Z,(S) = s,, Z,(S) = s3 3 Z,(S) = S,, Z,(S) = S, C,(.R,) = VsR,, 
C,PsRI)=R,, C,@1/V12)=R, C,(R/V,,)=R,, andZ(S,)=S,. 
(2) C(N,) (7 R = Vs. IV, acts on R/R, and on R, indecomposably, and 
on R/R, V, and R,/V,2 irreducibly. N, acts on each section of the central 
series of S irreducibly except [N3, V,,,] = S,. 
(3) J= N,( V,,) = iV,(R,) = N,(R, V,) and N,.(S,) = K jbr i = 1,2, 
3,4. 
(4) R, , R/R,, S, , and S,/S, are elementary abelian. 
ProoJ The first two statements of (1) follow from the hypothesis of the 
Theorem that T is cyclic. By definition Jn L and K n L are the maximal 2- 
local subgroups of L containing N,(P). So (3) holds. The remaining 
statements are obtained by consulting the commutator relations of P. 
Let r and s be involutions in N, ~7 N(H) and in N, nN(H), respectively, 
so that they generate a dihedral group of order 16 which is a Weyl group of 
a BN-pair of L. Precisely, the following hold. (See [lo] for details.) 
(2.5) Set r = cr,(l) (r-2(1) a,(l)-’ and s = c~J1) ~~(1) aj(l). Then r and 
s are involutions generating a dihedral group of order 16, and 
(1) v:= v,, vi = P-6, v: = VI”, [Vs,rl = 1, 
v; = v4, vi = v,, v; = vg, [V,,, sl = 1. 
(2) H;=H,, H:=H,, H; = H,,,, H: =Hs, 
H;=H,, H;=H,, ff; = H H:o = H,o, 
(3) N, = (V,, r), N3=(V3,s), [H,,r]E[H,,s]=l. 
Referring to Shinoda 191, L has two conjuacy classes of involutions which 
are represented by a,*(l) and a,,,(l). The former is central and the latter is 
non-central in L. 
(2.6) Set e = ~~~(1) and f = alo( Then C has five C-conjugacy classes 
of involutions. They are represented by t, e, f, te, and tf. It holds that 
C,(e>=RN,, C,(f) = SJ3, z(o*(cLu-))) = s2. 
3 
To begin the proof of the Theorem we make the following hypothesis and 
we will show that t @ O’(G). 
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HYPOTHESIS. &cZ Z*(G). 
(3.1) (1) t” n c c &L and ts(rr) = tv,, = t” fl TV:, 
(2) T- (t). 
Proof: If I” n C = (t), then by the Z*-theorem 1 l] we have I E Z*(G), 
contrary to the Hypothesis. So there exists a conjugate t” in C with t” # I, 
We note that e E (C(e) n C)’ and fE (C(J)n C)’ by (2.6) and the 
commutator relations of P, and that t 6? C’, since C = (LO(C) T)(r) with ir 
cyclic. Hence we may assume ix = te or &J Suppose tK = le. Then both t and 
!” are contained in the center V,?T of a Sylow 2-subgroup P’T’ of C. So a 
theorem of Burnside yields that they are conjugate in N(P’r). Since H acts 
transitively on Vyz, this implies (1). Then if ( TI > 2: (t) is characteristic in 
VizT. which would be normal in N(PT), a contradiction. Thus (2) holds. 
So we may assume that t is conjugate to tJ’ and not to te, and we wil! 
derive a contradiction. By a commutator relation of P 
Let (tfih = t and (tfe)h = t’. Then t’ E C. Hence t’” = rffor some k in C. Let 
g = (hk)-’ cz4( 1) hk. Then g interchanges t and [f by conjugation. Hence 
g E N((t, ~7). Set X= C((t, ff)). Then X < C and we can see 
.X = S,N, O(C) T(t) by (2.6) and the choice of 5. So Q,(Z(02(X))j := S,(f) 
and Z(02(X’)) = S, by (2.4). Then &S, has three N,,(S:)-conjugacy ciasses 
of involutions, {t}, &S, - (t), and tS, - IS,. Since g E N(X) < C((t) SJS,). 
our assumption yields that IS, .- (t } and (t! Y {tS, - IS, i are the 
Cc(t) S,jS,)-conjugacy classes of involutions of IS,. Then (tS, -- (fi> = 
(t) S, is normal in N(X). This yields that t”‘X’ c (t) S,, a contradiction. 
DEFINITION. Let Mi be the normal closure of Ari in C(H,). Let Wi be a :- 
invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of Mi containing C,,(H,). and let WI = Z( W, j, 
w, =r Z(W,). w,, == Z(W(,), w,, = Z(W&. 
(3.2) Suppose that TC,,(H,) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(H,) and in 
addition that IC(H,), H f? Nil contains a t-invariant elementary abelian 
group of order 22” cf i = 3, I, 9: 10. Then the following hold. 
(1) M; is quasisimple and IZ(Mi)i is odd, 
(2) M,/Z(M,)= PSp,(q) or Sz(q) X Sz(q) if i= 1. 4, 5, 5. 
hdj/Z(Mij 2t PSL2(q2) or PSL,(q) X PSL,(q) bf i = 3. 7,9, 10. 
In each case the action oft on Mi is as follows: in thejirst case t acts o!? 
as a graph automorphism, in the third case as a field automorphism, and 01 
the remaining cases t interchanges the components. 
(3) Wi I’ is the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of C(H,) that contains 
C,(H,) T. 
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(4) Any H-invariant subgroup of Wi T not containing t is contained in 
wi . 
(5) N(C,(Hi) T) 17 Wi T = Z( Wi) C,(H;) T, [Z( W,), t.1 = Z(C,,(H,)): 
and 1 Wi, t] = W;C,(H,). IFI particular t and Wi satisxv the assumption of 
(1.3). 
ProoJ By (2.2), Ni is a component of C(H,) n C and T is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of C(N,) n C(H,) f7 C. Hence N, is a standard subgroup of C(H,). 
So by the result [ 5 1, we obtain that M,/O(M,) and the action of t are just the 
same as described in (2) under the assumption on [C(H,), H nNJ, since 
C(N,) n C(H,) has cyclic Sylow 2subgroups. Then (5) follows, and the 
statements. of (3) and (4) are easily confirmed, modulo O(M,), by the 
structure of M,T/O(M,). So if we see &Ii quasisimple, all the statements 
follow. By (5) we can apply (1J) of 12 1 to obtain that lZ( W,), 1, 
O(C(H,))] = 1. H ence O(C(H,)) fl Mi < 0(&f,) and so IO(C(H,)), Mi] = 1. 
Thus Mi is quasisimple. 
(3.3) N(TV,,) = O,(N(TV,,))J and O,(N(TV,,))/RT= V,: as J-modules. 
Prooj: C(TV,,) = RN,O(C) T by (2.4) and (3.1.2). Set X=N(TV,,)n 
C(N,R/R). Then X is normal in N(TV,,). since R = O,(C(TV,,)‘). By 
(3.1.1) and the action of H, on V,?, N(TV,J acts doubly transitively on 
t V,,. Since H, <XT X is also doubly transitive on tV,,$ and its stabilizer oft 
is RH, O(C) T. Since the kernel of the permutation representation of X is 
RO(C) T, X acts on tV,, as a Frobenius group. Let Y be the preimage of 
WV n WV,,)) in X. Then C(Y) n TV,, # 1 and so the action of H, 
yields that V,, < C(Y). Hence Y< C(T/Y,,/l) and so Y/C,(TV,,) N V,, as 
J-modules by (l.l), since t’= tV,?. Then IY,H,, O(C)] = 1 by (1.2). Hence 
Y= O,(Y) C,(TV,2) and so O,(Y) acts transitively on tV,,. Then (3.1.1) 
gives that O,(Y) = 0,(N(TVr2)). This proves the statement. 
(3.4) (1) M,/Z(M,) y PSp,(q) or Sz(9) x G(9) if i = 1,4: 5: 6. 
(2) J< NW,,): p, W,,l= 1, and W,,/V,, Y I’,? as J-modules. 
ProoJ: By (3.3) and definition of H,: TC,,(H,) < C(H,) n O,(N(TV,,)). 
So (1) follows from (3.2) for i = 5. Then by (2.5), (1) holds. By (3.2.5) and 
(3.3), O#V(TV,J)=RW,,T, IW,zF Vs]= 1, and Z(RW,2T)= V,:. R,V, 
and R, are normal in N(TV,J by (2.4). since O,(C(TV,?_)‘) = R. So IR,, 
RW,z T] is a proper subgroup of R, which is normal in N(TV,?). Then the 
action of IV, on R ,/V,, described in (2.4.2) yields that IR,, R W,, T] = V,,. 
Then W,, is normal in R, W,,, as If,,< W,,. By (3.3) C(HS)n 
R, W,,= W,,. Sowehave IR,. W,,]= 1 by (1.2).ThenR, W,z~N(TV,z), 
since it is unique elementary abelian of maximal order in R, W,z T = 
C(R, V,)nRW,,T by (1) and (3.2). By (3.3). R, W,,/R, = 0,(N(TV,2))/ 
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RI’ as J-modules. Hence the action of H on K, W,2/R, yields that. 
jR,K,w,,]<R, as above. So (RW,2)‘=R,=%(HW,z mod Vi,> by 
(2.4.1). Let .xE W,, -- V,:. Then considering V, as an H5-module. WC 
have. by (1.1), v-A = Ix, V,l V,,/V,, < R,/Vlz if Ix, V& 4 V,,: since 
Vi < C(xj.R,/V,,). Then (2.1) gives that [x. V?] < V, Vi0 VIZ. Hence j W!,. 
V;] = (ix, V3 I”) V,: < V, V,, V,,. Similarlv if we ta.ke J in V,, tiler. 
I ,y, W,ij < V,, V!, by considering Kik as an h’,-modu!e, since 
CV!Jz/,? ?f v-12 as H-modules by (3.25). So we have 1 V3 : Wi z / = 
(Iv, W,2]“) < V,, V,,. Consequently this shows that ‘/I/;, Wi2j < 
VI,. Applying the same argument on V4: V,, and V,. WC have 
\V,, W,,i < V,,V1?: IV,, W,?l < VxVliz and /V.l? W,,/ < V:?. Eence 
[R, W’,:. 131 < I’, I’!, V,2. Here the subgroup jR, Wiz. R j musi be J- 
invariant. So the action of N, on R ,/V,i described in (2.4.2) yields thxr 
IR, W,,$RI= V,z. In particular W,2 = C(H,)f? R, W,z is norma! in RiY,2, 
Hence WI2 = Z(R W,J by (1.2). and W,JV,? s Viz as J-modules by (3.3). 
Then since [ W ,*, N, 7 N, ] < [I/,, , N, I = I and since Ni is perfect, we have 
I Iv,,. N, / = 1. This implies that IP, W,? / = 1. Thus (2) ho!ds. 
(3.5) set Bi = w,, w,z. Then K < N(B,), B, = Z(SB,), B! is elememyv 
abelian, and B,/S, = S, as K-modules. 
Prooj: By= (3.4.2), W,, < C(T/S/l). Let X be the normal closure of Wiz 
in ( W,; \j Kj. Then K < N(S) f7 C and so by (I. 1) and (2.4.2) we have 
X < C(Sj and X/C(TS) n.X v S, as K-modules. As C(W) = 7’S, O(C) b:: 
(2.3). we can apply (1.2) to obtain that XT = IX: HI Isi is a K-invariant 2 
subgroup. Suppose that X contains :. The action of K on S, yields that 
X2 = S, or Sr T. If the latter holds, then ? has a square root In X, since 
tr- =: tS! by (L.l). But this contradicts (3.1). So the for.mer hoids and [X, N \ 
Jots not contain t, since X/X’ is an elementary abclian 2-group on which f-J, 
a group of odd order, acts with C,(H) = T. Thus any case ! 6J [X. Hi. Set 
Y= lX,HI. Then by (3.2.3) and (2.5), C,(H,)= W,,: Cy(Hh)= W,,, and 
Y-kVr!CY,,. Since Y<C(S,) and Y’<S,, (1.1 j can be applied, as in the 
proof of (3.4.2), on Y considered as M5- and H,-modules, and we have 
IWijs,, W,,S,I = 1. Hence Y= I+‘,, X W,i and so Y =H, is elcmcntary 
abelian. This implies that I(tB,) = 6,. So B, is elementary abciia.n of 
maxima! order in TB, . This yields that B 1 = X7 since W: L < B, < X < ?‘h’:, 
Then the statements are now clear by (1.1). 
(3.6) Set A, = W, W, W,, W,, W,:. Then the following hold. 
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(3) lA,R I = WI,. 
(4) Mi ‘v SL2(q2) Or SL,(q) X S&(q) if i = 3, 7, 9, 10. 
ProoS. By (3.2.5) and (3.4.1), B, < C(T/R, v,/l)n C(W,,). Set 
X= (B{). Then by (1.1) and (2.4), C(TR, v,)n C(W,,)= R,O(C) and 
X/C,(TR , I’& = R , as J-modules. Then [X, H, O(C)] = 1 by (1.2). This 
implies that X = LX, H] is a J-invariant 2-subgroup with C,(TR i V,) = R ,. 
Since X is r-invariant, (2.5) and (3.2.3) give that Wi, = C,(H,)” = 
C,(H.,) = W,. Set X, = C,(H,) and Xi, = C,(H,,). Then W,/V, Y V,, 
X,/V,= V,, X,,/V,,= V,O, and WI,/V,, v V,, as H-modules, and so 
x= w, X,X,” w,, WI,. By construction X < C(R ,). Since X/R 1 N R , , 
X’ <R,. So we can apply (1.1) and (2.1) as in the proof of (3.4.2) to obtain 
that I W,,X,l = 1, IWxIX,,J S VI,, IW,, WI,1 S V,,, lX,,X,,I S V,,, 
I&, W,,] S V,, and IX1o, W, ,] = 1. Hence X’ < V, V,, Vi,. Since X’ must 
be J-invariant, (2.4.2) yields that X’ < V,, . Then X2 < V, V,, V,,, since W, 
and W,, are elementary abelian by (3.2). Again the action of J yields that 
x2 < v,,. In particular X, = [X9, H] is t-invariant elementary abelian of 
order 22”. So (2.5.2) and (3.2.2) give (4). Then by (3.2.3), X, = W, and 
X,,= W,,. Thus (1) and (2) hold. [R,A,J is a proper J-invariant subgroup 
ofA,. So [R:A,] < R, W,, by (1) and (2.4.2). RA, < C(R, W,,/W,,) by (1) 
and (2.4.1). We note that 1 V,, W,, 1 = 1 by (3.5). Then we have 
lV4,A,I S WI2 by (1.1) and (2.1) as in (3.4.2). Thus (V:) R, < C(A,/W,2) 
and so we have I-R, A, I = W,, by (2.4.2). 
(3.7) Set B, = W,, W,, W,, and B, = W, W,B,. 
(1) K < :V(B,) n N(B,) and B,/S, 21 S, as K-modules with 
S,= [B,,tl=B,nC. 
(2) IW,, W,l S V,,, IW,, W,,I < VII, IW9, W,,l< V,,, and 
1 Wi, iVjj = 1 for all other i: j = 7, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
(3) B, n C(S,) = B,. 
Proof: Let X= ((W, W,, W,, W,2)K). I V,, W, W,, W,, W,,] S W,, by 
(3.6.3), and V, W, W,, W,, W,, < C(W,,). Hence as in (3.4.2), we can use 
(1.1) and (2.1) to have IV,, w, w,, w,, WI21 = 1. SO x< c(T/s,jl)n 
C(B,). Then we have by (l.l), (1.2) and (3.2.5): X=B,, S,= IB,, t] = 
B, f’? C, and B,/S, = S, as K-modules as usual. Then (2) is obtained as in 
(3.6). Since V,, and H,, are s-invariant, so is W,, by (3.2). Then 1 V,, 
W,,] = 1 V,: WlOJs = 1. So B2 < C(S,) n B, and the action of K yields that 
either (3) holds or B, = S,(C(S,) n B3). But the latter does not hold, since 
B,/S, = S, as K-modules. Then K < N(B,) and (1) holds. 
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(3.8) Set B, = W, W, W, W, B,. 
(I) K<N(B,) and B,/S, B, = S,/S, as K-modules with 
S, Bz = IB,, t] B, = C(TB,/B,) n B,. 
(2) A, and B, are elementary abelian. 
(3 j B, = Z(B,) and B3/B, = Z(B,/B,). 
ProoJ: Let X=(Af). IV,, W,]<R,B, by (3.6.1) and by the 
commutator relation IV,, l’s/81 < S,. As B, is Vz-invariant, we have 
V2 W, V,, B, < C(R, B2/B2). Then we can use (1.1) and (2.1 j as in (3.4) to 
obt.ain that [Vz, WR] <B,. By (3.7), V,B, < C(S,B,/B,) and 
(V,B,)’ < S,B,. So similarly we have [V,, W,] < B,. Hence A i < 
C(T/S,/B,) by (3.6.3). By (3.6.2), A, < C(B,/B,) and B, is elementary 
abelian. So in particular we can see by (3.7.1) that the action of f on B1 
satisfies the assumption of (1.3). Hence we have C(TBz/B2) = B,K and so 
C(TS,B,/B,) n C(B,/B,) = B,S,U(C). Then as usual we have X = B, by 
(1. l), (1.2), and (3.2..5), and the homomorphism in (1.1 j gives (1 j. By the 
construction B, < C(B,/S,/l). So [ W,, B,] < S, and W,B, < C(S!). Then 
as in the proof of (3.4.2), (1.1) and (2.1) give IW,, Wli] = 1. As 
WI1 = Z( W5j by definition, W, < C(B ,). Hence S, W, W, W,,,B, < 
C(B, j n H, . Since B, and B, are K-invariant. B, = ((S, W, W, W,, B,)“) < 
C(B,) by (1) and (2.4.2). Then B,<Z(A,). Since (B<)=A,, A! is 
elementary abelian. Then by (3.7.3), Bj < V,, V,, . Mence the action of i on 
Sz described in (2.4.2) yields that B; = 1. So (2) holds. 
By (2j, B, < Z(B,). Suppose that the inequaiity holds. Then 
Z(B,)/B, n C(TB,/B,) is a non-trivial subgroup of S, B,/B, = 
C(TB,/B,) n BJB,. But Z(S,B?) = B,. This contradiction shows that 
Z(B,) = B,. By (3.6.3), S, B, is (A, U K)-invariant Hence 
S,B,rlC(S,B,)=B3 is normal in B,K. Hence IW,, W,]<S,B,r: 
B, = S, B,‘ by (1). Then since B, ,< C(S,/B,), we can apply (1.1) and (2.1) 
as in the proof of (3.4.2) to obtain that [W;, W,l <B,. Since B,$ < C(B,), 
again by (1.1) and (2.1) we have IW,, W,] < W,,. Hence A, < C(B,/Bi’) 
and so B,/B, < Z(B,/B,). If the inequality holds, then we can derive a 
contradiction as above. 
(3.9) SetA= W,W,W,W,W,A,. 
(I) ,I < N(A) and AIRA, N R/R 1 as J-modules with R-4 : = 
!A,tjA,=C(tA,/A,)nA. 
(2) A < C(T/R/A,)nC(A,/W,,/i). 
(3 j A’ < A, V, and A/A, V, is elementary abelian. 
(4) [ W,, W,, ], 1 W,, W,,], 1 W,, W, ] and 1 W:, W, 1 are conlained if: 
W, z and 1 Wi, Wi] = 1 for all other i = 3,4 ,...: 7 and j = 8. 9 ,.... i2. 
(5) B,/B, is elementary abelian. 
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Prooj Both V, and V, normalize W,B, and B, by (3.6.3) and (3.7.1). 
Then V, ) V,, and W, are contained in C( V, W, B2/ W,B,) and IV, V,, W7 1 
is contained in Vi W, B, by (3.7.1). So by (1.1) and (2.1) we have 1 Y,, 
W;l< WgB,<A, and [V4, W,]< W,B,<A,. As is seen in the proof of 
(3.8), iw,, W,( < W,,. Hence (B*;) < C(T/R/A,) n C(A,/W,Jl). By 
(3.6.1) and (3.8.2), A, and t satisfy the assumption of (1.3). Hence using 
(1.1) and (1.3.2), we have A = (B<) and so we have (1) and (2) as usual. 
Set A = A/A,. Then by (1.1) and (2. I), as in the proof of (3.4.2), we have 
IF37 W,l < 6, IE3: %I < vi, IW3, Wi] < vj, p&, W,l< q, 
[W.,, m,l < v3, [Es, W,] < v,, and [wi, mjl = 1 for all other i,j= 3: 4: . . . . 
7. But (3.8.3) implies that I @,, WY] = 1. Hence A’ < V, V, V, V,A,. Then 
the action of J on RA,,/A, yields that A’ < V5A,. So by (3.2), A/V, A, is 
elementary abelian. By (2), [A, A,J < W,, < Z(A). So by (l.l), (2.1); and 
(3.6.1) we have (4). Next set Pa = _B,/B,. Then as B, is normal in B,, (1. l), 
(2.1), and (3.8) give IW2, W,j< v,, [wz, W,I < y’, [w,, @,J= 
[kps. w,I = 1. By (4), I.W5, W,] = /We,, W,] = 1. Hence Bi,< Vj V,B?. 
Then the action of K on S3B,/B, yields that B; < Bz. This gives (5). 
(3.10) Let Q = W, A. Then A 4 Q. 
Proof. Let M denote the normal closure of AN, in N(A). Then we will 
show that M = AM,: which immediately gives the statement. First we will 
show that B,, B,, S, and B,ST are characteristic in B, PT. It is clear that 
V,, = Z(P) = Z(B,PT). Then Z2(B,PT) < Z,(IV(TV,~) f-~ B,PT) = S, W,, T. 
By (3.8.3), IS, WI?: B,] = 1. By (3.4.2): [ W12, PT] = V,?. Hence IS, W,?, 
B, PT] = V,, and so S, W,, = Z,(B,PT). Then C(S, W,,) n B,PT= B,S 
and Z(SB,) = B, by (3.7.1) and (3.8.3). We see V, < C(B,/B,) by (3.9.4). 
Then by the action of K on B,S/B, we have Bz ,< Zz(B4S). By (3.8.3), 
Z,P,S)<Bj. Then (3.7.1) shows that Bz = Z,(B,S). Then 
C(BJ n B,S = B, and C(B,S/B,) n B,PT = B,ST, as desired. Next we 
will show that A is characteristic in APT. Z(APT) = V,, and Z,(APT) < 
Z,(N(TV,,) nAPT) = S, W,?. It is clear that W,, < Z,(APT). Suppose that 
I W,? VI,1 G VI,. Then considering the orders, C(x) n W, # 1 for any x in 
But this implies that 1 f C,(x) n W,, which contradicts the 
cvdkmutator relation [a,,(~!), u3(u)] = u,~(vu). Hence Z,(APT) = W,,. Then 
C(W,,)nAPT=AP and Z(AP) = W,,. Since Z(W,) = W, and 
.Z( IV,) = W,, : (3.6.1) and (3.9.1) give that Z,(AP) < W, W, B, . Then by 
(3.8.3). Zz(AP) < 13, W;, and so we have Z,(AP) = B, by (3.7.1). By (3.2) 
and (3.9.1): O,(AP) = AV,. Then we have Z(A V,/B,) = B, W,,/B, as above. 
Hence C(B2 I+‘J W,,) n A P = A is characteristic in APT. 
Since q . 1 B,P7’1 = lAPI’!, B,PT is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By 
(3.7.1): (3.8.1.2), and (3.9.5) we can apply (1.3) to obtain that C(TB,jB,) = 
B4Nc(B4) =I], K. Since B,P7’ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of B,K, N(B,)I? 
C(B,ST/U,S) does nor normalize B, T by the result of the first paragraph. 
As I< acts transitively on (B4S/B4)’ by (2.4.2), N(B,) r? C(B,SI;IB,Sj acts 
transitively on tB,SjB,. This implies that iN(B,) r‘l C(B,SI~/B, Sj/ 
C(,B, T/B,ji = q’. Hence in turn APT is not a Syiow 2-subgroup of G. Then 
similarly applying (1.3.2) to the normal series i 4 A! C A, W, 4 A by 
(3.6. I ). (3.8.3), and (3.9.1, 3), we have C(A r/A) == AJ. So A % is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of C(AN,/A): and in particular AN,/A is a standard subgroup of 
IV(A)/A. Since A is characteristic in APT, APT is not a Syiow 2-subgroup of 
X(A). So the result of IS] g ives that M/0(&1 mod A) z PSp;(q) or 
Sz(q) X ST(q), as in (3.2). Then since N, < C(fiJ), M =AC,,,(li;j = AMI. 
(3.! 1) 1 cz 02(G). 
Proof: By (3.2.5), (3.6.1), (3.8.2): (3.9.1, 3), and (3.10) we see that the I- 
invariant normal series 1 a A, 4 A, U’, 0 A a A W? (3 Q satisfies the 
assumption of (1.3). Hence we have I(tQ) = tQ, C,,(t) := PT is a Syiow 2- 
subgroup of C with 1 Ql-: Ql = 2. Thus we have, by (1.4), ; @ 02(G). 
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